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CPEX provides planning services and thought leadership to communities and governments throughout the state to build healthy, equitable, and sustainable futures.
Health is Place-Based
Critical Partnerships
Placemaking is for Everybody

- Health and physical activity are not always the best starting point for a community conversation.

- Conversations about existing assets and why a community is special are a great point of entry for a larger planning effort.
Get Marksville Moving:
An Action Plan For Improving Mobility & Health
Activating Marksville’s Main Street
Marksville Community Partners
Recommendations for Complete StreetsImplementation in Bunkie, LA

2022
Local partners are critical. They add capacity, knowledge, relationships, and local leadership that is essential.
Ville Platte Pocket Parks

A vision for new public spaces in the city of Ville Platte

Ville Platte Pocket Parks

COMMUNITY SNAPSHOT

Survey Results

The Ville Platte Pocket Parks project was conducted to identify
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COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS

Why is the pocket park important?

COMMUNITY HEALTH
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THANK YOU!
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